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Abstract
Reactive bubbly flows are at the heart of multiphase flows which are a major topic in chemical
engineering since many bulk chemicals are produced in bubbly flows. However, the factors
determining product yield and selectivity are often subject of complicated mass transfer effects.
Herein, we describe the latest developments in the detection of mass transfer effects in bubbly
flows. Coordination chemistry has given new impulses to this topic due to the possibility to
synthesise tailored complex systems for the detection of O2 and NO with various time- and
space-resolved techniques. For each chemical reaction system, a background section is
summarised to allow the reader to get an overview of the different systems.

1 Introduction
The chemical transformation of substances with high yield and high selectivity is one of the
most important tasks in chemical engineering. For the synthesis of many bulk chemicals,
gaseous starting compounds have to be brought in close contact with a continuous liquid
phase, e.g. in oxidation, hydrogenation and chlorination reactions. Oxygen is the cheapest and
most atom-economic oxidant and thus, a direct oxygenation using air is preferable to any other
method from a chemical point of view. In the 1960s, bubble column reactors have been
developed for this purpose which enable large volumes and long residence times with intensive
mixing. In the 1980s, bubble columns with zones of defined mixing and a guided liquid stream
(e.g. in loop reactors) have been applied.
Since then, it was shown that chemical reactions are influenced by mixing in different time and
space scales. Reactive bubbly flows show here a large potential for optimisation since
additional mass transfer limitations through phase interfaces and boundaries occur.
Unfortunately, scale overlapping transfer processes with coupled reaction cannot yet be
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sufficiently described such that the predictive power of yield and selectivity is extremely limited.
In the last years, some progress has been made in miniaturised reactors, new measurements
techniques with unprecedented resolution in space and time as well as numerical simulations.
These developments in chemical engineering, numerical mathematics, physics and chemistry
are often rather separated from each other. The DFG priority programme 1740 comprises
groups from all these fields to enable a transdisciplinary approach for the combination of new
chemical reaction networks for bubbly flows which are investigated by new physical techniques
developments in the field of reactive bubble flows with special focus on the reactive systems.
Final goal is the full understanding of the hydrodynamic behaviour of bubble swarms including
mass transfer of a selected gaseous component and concentration gradients in the swarm as
well as the competition between mass transfer and chemical reaction. The complexity of a
bubble swarm is enormous; hence, a reduction of dimensions is often used to simplify the
setup for reasonable measurement resolution in space and time as well as efficient numerical
simulation. Examples for such apparatus are small bubble columns with single bubbles but still
here, the bubble has the possibility to move in all directions. The next reduction is a 2D HeleShaw cell in which the bubble is flat between two glass windows. Even more reduction is
possible in a so-called Taylor-flow where a single bubble streams in a capillary. These setups
are discussed in section 2.1.
Several studies reported in the last years that for large-scale bulk chemical production a
relationship between product quality and local mass transfer processes is present. However,
these relationships could not be sufficiently explained or described until today.[1–5] Examples
for such reactions are the cumene oxidation[2], toluene oxidation (Scheme 1)[6] and also
chlorination reactions.[7]

Scheme 1: Reaction scheme of the oxidation of toluene.[6]
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The actual models for the description of local mass transfer at phase boundaries are basically
based on the two-film theory of Lewis and Whitman[8] and the penetration theory of Higbie[9]
(Figure 1). Following the two-film theory, a laminar film forms on both sides of the interface
which is regarded as main resistance for mass transfer. It is then postulated that in these
boundary layers no mixing occurs and that the mass transfer is accomplished purely by
diffusion. In the core of the gas and liquid phase, convective movements of the fluids lead to a
fast balancing of concentrations. At the interface reigns at every point in time an equilibrium
A diffuses through the boundary layer g to the interface and from there through the second
boundary layer l. The driving force of the mass transfer corresponds to the concentration
gradient between the core of the phases and the interface. The molecular mass transfer within
the laminar boundary layer is given by the first Fick´s law whereas the liquid-phase mass
transfer coefficient is dictated by the diffusion coefficient D and the liquid boundary layer
thickness l. The assumption of a laminar boundary layer as film with a thickness  is compared
to real gas-liquid systems a rough simplification. Higbie has introduced the penetration model
for the non-steady state mass transfer where an exchange of fluid elements is taken into
account (Figure 1b). At the time t=t0 a fluid element is transported from the core flow to the
interface and it remains there until t=t1. During the residence time tm, a diffusion of the gas
component into the fluid element takes place. At t=t1 the fluid element is transported back into
the bulk flow.

Figure 1: Mass transfer following the a) two-film theory (pA,g: partial pressure in gas phase, pA,b: partial pressure in
gas boundary layer, cA,l: concentration in liquid phase, cA,b: concentration in liquid boundary layer) and b) the
penetration theory.

In order to obtain space- and time-resolved data, multiple techniques such as fluorescence
spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and tomography have been applied. The central task is
focused on the visualisation of concentration profile in the liquid boundary layer, consumption
or formation of substances to allow the calculation of the reaction kinetics in competition with
3
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the mass transfer through the phase interface. The gaseous component has to cross the phase
boundary and then it is consumed in a chemical reaction (Figure 2). This behaviour shall be

Figure 2: Mass transfer of a freely rising bubble; left: experimentally[11], right: in simulation.[12] Reproduced with
permission. Copyright 2012 Elsevier.

To more complicate it, the consumption of the gaseous component is temperature dependent
(Figure 3).[13] It was found that different sectors of a rising bubble contribute differently to the
mass transfer. Moreover, the wake turned out to be not homogeneously mixed.
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Figure 3: Mass transfer of a linear rising O2 bubble for the consumption of the gaseous component by the sulfite
oxidation (experiment on left hand side: 1) without reaction, 2) 15 °C, 3) 26°C; simulation on right hand side: different
reaction rates).[13] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

In the best case, a detailed concentration and velocity field is obtained by combination of
measurements and simulations (Figure 4).
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monitored and simulated.

Figure 4: left: Simultaneously captured velocity and concentration field of a freely rising bubble,[14] right: Simulated
concentration field in 3D.[15] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012 Chemical Society of Japan and 2009
Elsevier.

In catalysis, the knowledge of the intrinsic kinetics (kinetics without mass transfer limitation,
i.e. reaction between two liquid phases or an already dissolved gas in a liquid phase) is the
key for efficient operation of bubble columns. As important is the so-called enhancement factor.
In best case, a reaction which consumes the gas speeds up the mass transfer
(enhancement).[10] The enhancement factor E describes the mass transfer acceleration due to
a chemical reaction by the ratio of the mass streams in the reactive and non-reactive case.
Technically, the Hatta number 𝐻𝑎 is also used which denotes the ratio of intrinsic reaction rate
and mass transfer rate. It is related to the enhancement factor whereas D is the diffusion
coefficient, k the reaction rate constant, kL the liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient and n the
reaction order:
𝐸=

𝐻𝑎
tanh 𝐻𝑎

1

2

with 𝐻𝑎 = 𝑘 √𝑛+1 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝐷 ∙ (𝑐 ∗ )𝑛−1
𝐿

A long-term objective in this topic is the predictive description of sequential reactions. This
comprises purely consecutive reactions but more importantly, consecutive-competitive
reactions where the product can react again with the transferred gaseous compound (Scheme
2). Here, the yield and selectivity of the reaction products R and S depend highly on the mixing
efficiency and the mass transfer coefficients. An example is the toluene and cumene
oxidation.[2,6]
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Scheme 2: General formalism of consecutive and competitive-consecutive reactions.

understand just the mass transfer without following reaction or enhancement. In the next step,
non-toxic aqueous systems with high environmental relevance such as CO2 adsorption into
water haven been investigated (see Section 2). Further, the adsorption of O2 has been studied
without and with chemical reaction as indicator (see Section 3.1 and 3.2). In the next
generation, the desire for real reaction networks grew which might be tailored to the detection
method – in best case combined with competitive-consecutive reaction patterns. Here,
coordination chemistry offers an ideal playground to use gas-consuming reactions with
colourful products with characteristic Raman and/or IR features or fluorescence behaviour
what enables these studies. Additionally, reaction kinetics for many reactions can be tuned for
the applications in Taylor flows and similar apparatus. Recent developments in Cu/O2 and
Fe/O2 chemistry (both section 3.3 and 3.4) and Fe/NO chemistry (see Section 4) are
summarised in the following since these three topics have gained considerable attention at the
interface between chemistry and chemical engineering.

2 Systems with CO2
To analyse the different properties of bubbles and bubble column reactors, an easy to handle
system is needed. For further progress in evaluating the chemical differences when varying
the solvent or the system, which is activated or changed by the gas, the basic environment of
the actual multiphase system should be investigated first. Interesting factors like the bubble
velocities, sizes and rising behaviour is usually measured in a water/CO2 system.[16–18]
Water/CO2 is a very common system for such investigations in chemical engineering although
the reaction is rather simple. Water is a non-hazardous solvent which is cheap and available
in large amounts. The gas carbon dioxide is neither flammable, explosive nor toxic and
therefore also suitable for basic tests. When CO2 gas flows through the liquid phase CO2
partially dissolves and changes the pH value. The change of the pH can be further enhanced
by a NaOH solution as liquid phase (Scheme 3). This effect is utilised by different spectroscopic
methods to analyse bubble dynamics.[19–21] Furthermore, different detection techniques apply
different setups with varying dimensionality. The following section introduces the reader
6
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compactly into typical setups used in fluid mechanics, ranging from the single bubble over 2D
bubbles to small bubbles columns.

Scheme 3: Reaction of CO2 in NaOH solution.

The simplest setup to study the reaction between a bubble and a liquid phase is a so-called
Taylor flow, a captured bubble in a defined capillary.[22] Usually the bubbles are either moving
through the capillary or the Taylor bubbles are fixed at a certain position through a countercurrent flow. In special kinds of Taylor flows, a series of defined bubbles flows through the
capillary. Mass transfer monitoring in Taylor flows can be accomplished by Raman
spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, diverse holographic techniques etc. depending on
the speed of the bubbles and the chemical system. Selected examples are discussed below.

Figure 5: Combined Raman spectroscopy and Mach-Zehnder holography: distance between the measuring points
(lowest point of bubble and laser spot) where the concentration was measured.[23] Reproduced with permission.
Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

The combination of Raman and Mach-Zehnder holography led to images of CO2 bubbles in a
millimetric channel setup (Figure 5).[23] A rectangular channel with a cross-section of 2 x 2 mm
provided optical access to the Taylor flow. Two systems were measured: a non-reactive
system (cyclohexane and methanol and air) and a reactive system (NaOH solution and CO 2).
Through measurement at different optical axes and synchronisation with Raman spectroscopy,
visualisations of bubbles in a 3D space were achieved.
Kastens et al. produced reactive Taylor flow bubbles using CO2 in a vertical glass channel with
a length of 300 mm (Figure 6).[24]
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2.1 Taylor flow bubbles

Figure 6: Taylor flow experimental setup.[24] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

They tested CO2 bubbles in deionised water rising in a constant velocity and in counter-current
flow. The counter-current flow holds the bubble at the point of the high-speed camera through
the volume flow of a downflowing liquid, which is adjusted to the velocity of the bubble. To
mark the CO2 containing phase in the liquid for the measurements by laser-induced
fluorescence (LIF), fluorescein was used. In this method, a light-section by a strong laser
allows the space- and time-resolved detection of fluid elements. The fluorescence of
fluorescein depends on the pH value of the solution which is influenced by CO2.[25] With the
LIF measurements, they were able to visualise and characterise the wake structures in terms
of physisorption, chemisorption and rise velocities (Figure 7). Moreover, measurement of the
local flow field and wake structure was performed by means of particle image velocimetry
(PIV).
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Figure 7: Average images of the wake structure behind Taylor bubbles in counter-current flow in different channel
diameters. (a) D = 6 mm, (b) D = 7 mm, (c) D = 8 mm.[24] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH
Verlag.

2.2 Bubbles in a two-dimensional environment

Figure 8: (a) Plan view and (b) side view of the experimental setup. PLIF revealed a CO 2-containing region [dark
green enclosed by rf(t)] propagating radially outward from the dissolving cylindrical bubble of radius R(t). [16]
Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 American Physical Society.

A more advanced analysation method for the CO2/water system in terms of bubble movement
is a Hele-Shaw cell.[16] A rising bubble with a cylindrical shape is produced between two glass
walls with a gap of 1 mm. Through these confined conditions, only the two-dimensional
dynamics which have less variables than freely rising bubbles are evaluated. The water
contains fluorescein which is quenched by decreasing pH. The used spectroscopic method is
planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). PLIF is a widely used method for two-dimensional
measurements of dissolved gas transport in aqueous environments.[26–28] The aim of the
experiments was to characterise the propagating CO2-rich boundary layer and the bubble
dissolution dynamics. They achieved a visual characterisation of the CO2 propagation and
demonstrated good comparability of results with regard to numerical simulations (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Comparison of (a) a raw image and (b) a processed image. The white dotted circle marks the initial bubble
circumference, while the red dotted circle marks the front position.[16] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017
American Physical Society.

2.3 Bubbles in a bubble column setup

Figure 10: Schematic drawing of the experimental bubble column setup. [17] Reproduced with permission. Copyright
2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Rising bubbles in a bubble column can also be measured by a wire-mesh sensor as shown by
Kipping et al.[17] A setup was built to analyse changes in conductivity at different heights of the
column with CO2 bubbles rising in the column through the wire-mesh measurement planes
(Figure 10). This conductivity changes occur through the reaction shown in Scheme 3. An
increase of consumption rate with increasing gas superficial velocity and initial concentration
was observed.
The rising bubbles in a bubble column were also analysed by a high-speed PIV camera.[18,29,30]
The column had a diameter of 0.14 m and a filling height of 0.73 m and was made from acrylic
glass with a thickness of 4 mm (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Experimental setup for PIV (a) with high-speed camera (1) high-speed laser (2), light-sheet optics (3),
bubble column (4); (b) measurement windows.[18] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Merker et al. evaluated single bubbles in bubble columns with a rising bubble test cell and a
counter-current flow test cell (Figure 12), following the works performed by Tsuchiya in 1997
and 2003.[31–33]

Figure 12: a) Rising bubble test cell b) counter-current flow cell.[33] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017
Wiley-VCH Verlag.

The rising bubble test cell consisted of high-speed cameras examining a single bubble. The
cameras rose with the same speed as the bubble and followed its wake structure with the
second camera. This facilitates to follow and analyse the bubble rising dynamics. In the second
setup a counter-current flow was applied to hold the bubble in the column at a certain point
and having a fixed camera pointing at it. This setup helped evaluating the shrinking and thus
mass transfer effects of the gas and liquid phases could be evaluated. In the shown study CO2
and water were used as first test system, followed by the chemical system of Fe/NO (see
section 4). Recently, Kong et al. introduced a more advanced dual emission LIF technique to
further increase the obtained data on the mass transfer process in bubbly flows.[34]
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3 Systems with O2
O2 is known as oxidising agent for many processes in nature. It is also actively used in the
industry for oxidising substrates with bubble columns.[2,4] To use O2 in bubble columns,
researchers often use simple systems, where active species change their (spectroscopic)
properties when reacting with O2 but without a very complex reaction. This includes that often
only O2 in air is used as gaseous phase. As liquid phase many groups use water or water
mixtures. In the study of Laupsien et al. the influence of the viscosity of the liquid phase was

The research in the O2 testing environments is already closer to the industrial processes than
using CO2, since O2 oxidises substrates. The chemical systems used can be divided in three
groups: i) dying agents that change colour with O2, ii) fluorescence agents that are quenched
with O2, iii) complexes that react with O2 with colour or fluorescence change. These groups will
be discussed in section 3.

3.1 Indicator dyes and Ruthenium complexes
One of the most frequently used dyes for applications with O2 is rhodamine in combination with
different monitoring techniques. Baumann and Mühlfriedel introduced a PLIF measuring
technique with rhodamine.[29,36] Lindken and Merzkirch presented a PIV technique for
measuring bubbly flows with rhodamine as fluorescent tracer.[37] It consisted of the most
frequently used PIV techniques in multiphase flows: measurements with fluorescent tracers,
shadowgraphy and digital phase separation with masking technique.[38] With shadowgraphy a
shadow image of the gas bubbles could be recorded and their velocities were determined.
The colour of the dyes usually changes from colourless to an intense colour when oxidised or
reduced. Methylene blue is blue when oxidised and colourless in the reduced state but has
slow kinetics for fast reactions like a bubble rise.[39,40] Resazurin is a well-known dye that
changes colour from blue (not fluorescent) to pink resorufin (highly fluorescent) when reduced
(Figure 13).[41,42] Resorufin is then reduced to dihydroresorufin by itself. The advantage of this
system is that both colorimetric and fluorescent-sensitive measurements are possible.
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The reduction is catalysed by the oxidation of glucose to gluconate in the presence of sodium
hydroxide (Scheme 4).

Scheme 4: Oxidation of glucose to gluconate.[41]

The air bubbles flow through a millimetric channel and are analysed with a high-speed camera
(Figure 14). The images were evaluated with the colorimetric method, which means that
different colour intensities represent different concentrations of the dye and therefore O 2.

Figure 14: Reaction setup of colourimetric measurements.[41] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2013 Elsevier.

Dietrich et al. were able to calculate air-liquid mass transfer coefficients. Recently, they used
a column setup to estimate the mass transfer coefficients of free rising bubbles.[42] Yang et al.
used the same system to analyse bubbles in microchannels and focus on the gas-liquid mass
transfer at the bubble formation stage.[43] Krieger et al. found indigo carmine to be an efficient
dye. Leuco-indigo carmine was oxidised to keto-indigo carmine with oxygen and was
subsequently reduced by glucose.[44]
The most effective fluorescent tracers for oxygen/water measurements, capable to be
analysed with PLIF are ruthenium phenantroline complexes (Figure 15).[45–49] Oxygen bubbles
13
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Figure 13: Reaction of resazurin to resorufin and dihydroresorufin.[41,42] Reproduced with permission. Copyright
2013 Elsevier.
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LIF
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a

Taylor-flow
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(see

2.1)

with

Tris(1,10-

Figure 15: (a) Tris-(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenantroline)ruthenium(II)
phenantroline)ruthenium(II) chloride.

perchlorate

and

(b)

tris-(1,10-

Dani et al. developed a non-invasive technique using PLIF and the Ru complex tris-(4,7diphenyl-1,10-phenantroline)ruthenium(II)
concentration.

[45]

perchlorate

to

determine

the

oxygen

Around 17% ethanol was added to the water solution to guarantee a fully

dissolved complex. Oxygen quenches the fluorescence of the Ru complex and the
fluorescence intensity was found to be proportional to the concentration of the dye.
Roudet et al. used the fluorescence system to examine the patterns in the wakes of the oxygen
bubbles.[48] They focused on the mass transfer mechanisms of two different regions: the flow
around a bubble with the two thin liquid films between bubble and cell wall as well as an
external high-Reynolds-number in-plane ﬂow surrounding the bubble. This experimental setup
was similar to a Hele-Shaw cell, which was also used for investigating oxygen bubbles.[49] They
obtained PLIF images that showed the wake structures around the flattened bubble (Figure
16).
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phenanthroline)ruthenium(II) chloride.[38]

Figure 16: PLIF images of bubbles in Hele-Shaw cell; O2 dissolved in the liquid field is revealed in the darker regions
due to the quenching of the dye fluorescence.[48] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Kück et al. analysed single bubbles in a 100 mm wide and 2 m high bubble column with
combined PIV-LIF measurements with optional counter-current flow with the fluorescent tracer
tris-(1,10-phenantroline)ruthenium(II)chloride.[46,50] Besides water, they tested carboxymethyl
cellulose as reaction medium. Through the higher viscosity a different behaviour of bubble
wakes, velocity and movement was observed. In their measurement, they analysed the
concentration fields around a freely rising bubble in a 3D environment (Figure 17).

Figure 17: LIF images of differently sized oxygen bubbles; a) de = 1.3 mm, b) de = 1.7 mm, c) de = 2.1 mm in
water/oxygen, d) de = 6 mm in carboxymethyl cellulose/O2.[46] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 WileyVCH Verlag.

Huang and Saito analysed the effects of surface contamination on the bubble and wake
structures with 3D LIF images and the fluorescent tracer HPTS (8-Hydroxypyrene-1,3,6trisulfonic acid trisodium salt)[51,52]

3.2 Sulfite/Sulfate
Oxygen mass transfer is also a critical process in the reaction from sulfite to sulfate. For
instance, oxygen scavenging by sulfite compounds is an important task to inhibit corrosion in
industrial water circuits. In chemical engineering and mass transfer studies the cobalt15
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catalysed reaction of sulfite to sulfate has been intensively investigated (Scheme 5,
(1)).[13,14,44-46] Mostly, oxygen and its consumption is indicated by ruthenium complexes and
their fluorescence abilities as mentioned above by LIF. Mixing of the sulfite solution with the
cobalt(II) or copper(II) catalyst prior to the oxygenation leads to the formation of a defined
equilibrium (Scheme 5, (2)) with a defined concentration [HSO3∙ ] (Scheme 5, (3)). In the first
step of the reaction with O2 (Scheme 5, (4)) a chain reaction with a feedback loop is initiated
(Scheme 5, (5) and (6)). Possible termination reactions can be omitted as first estimation and
5, (7)).[56–58]
Co(2+)

0.5 O2 + SO2−
3

SO2−
4

Me(z+1)+ + HSO−
3
[HSO∙3 ] = K [HSO−
3]

Mez+ + HSO∙3
Me(z+1)+
[Mez+ ]

k1

HSO∙3 + O2 → HSO∙5

(2)
(3)
(4)

k2

−
∙
HSO∙5 + HSO−
3 → HSO4 + HSO4
k3

(1)

(5)

−
∙
HSO∙4 + HSO−
3 → HSO4 + HSO3

(6)

d[O2 ]
d𝑡

(7)

= −k1 [HSO∙3 ] [O2 ]

Scheme 5: Overview of chemical processes and kinetics in sulfite-sulfate oxidation.[13]

The investigation of freely rising O2 bubbles in an aqueous solution of carboxymethyl cellulose
(for the tuning of the viscosity) shows the free bubble is circulating around by a laminar stream
when no chemical reaction occurs (Figure 18). With sulfite oxidation a turbulent field in the
wake of the bubble can be observed. Kück et al. have shown that together with numerical
simulation of the flow field a determination of the locally transferred amount of O2 is possible.[13]
In 2012, using a PIV-LIF method combination Kück et al. reported an enhanced mass transfer
of 30%.[14]
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hence, the rate law for O2 consumption can be summarized as a first-order law in [O2] (Scheme

Figure 18: LIF measurements with freely rising O2 bubbles, left: no chemical reaction, right: reaction with sulfite. [13]
Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH.

Recently, the Schlüter group investigated the influence of a superimposed sodium sulfite
reaction on the concentration field after bubble contact.[54] Figure 19 illustrates by LIF
monitoring the concentration field of O2 with different concentrations of Na2SO3. Here, the
consumption of O2 behind the rising bubble can directly be seen. Moreover, they demonstrated
the influence of vortex structures in reactive bubbly flows on the concentration fields which can
be important for the yield and selectivity of parallel-consecutive chemical reactions.[54]

Figure 19: Qualitative oxygen concentration field around free rising bubbles with superimposed Na 2SO3 reaction.[54]
Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

3.3 Cu/O2
As innovative approach for reactive bubbly flows, Cu/O2 systems have been investigated in
this field. Bioinorganic copper complexes efficiently activate molecular oxygen using nature as
an archetype, e.g. tyrosinase or methane monooxygenase. Although understanding the nature
and role of copper-oxygen species in enzymes is still demanding, research has made
significant progress as a number of new complexes have been described and characterised
with high relevance for bioinspired catalysis.[59–63]
Different types of copper enzymes provide different structural and spectroscopic features.
Type 1 blue copper protein contains an active copper centre ligated by histidine, methionine
17
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and cysteine mediating electron transfer reactions in biological systems (e.g. azurin in bacteria,
plastocyanin in photosynthesis). Type 2 nonblue copper protein possesses histidine and
tyrosine ligands and can be found in oxygenase and oxidase reactions (e.g. galactose-oxidase
in mushrooms). Type 3 proteins contain a dimeric copper centre bridged by oxygen and ligated
by histidine. Those proteins promote activation and transport of oxygen (e.g. hemocyanin,
catechol-oxidase, tyrosinase). Tyrosinase is an essential enzyme in living organisms as it
catalyses phenol oxidation which is crucial for melanin and adrenalin biosynthesis. Multicopper

dioxygen and water. Those type (2+3) trimers activate oxygen for oxidases (e.g. ascorbateoxidase, laccase).
Inspired by nature, the activity and reactivity of copper oxygen intermediates in biological
oxygenation and oxidation reactions were investigated by developing synthetic copper
complexes mimicking enzyme oxidation abilities. Commonly Cu/O2 complexes have been
synthesised by reaction of Cu(I) precursor complex with mostly weakly coordinating
counterions with molecular oxygen at low temperatures (-80 °C). The used solvents are
aprotic, e.g. tetrahydrofuran, dichloromethane or acetonitrile. Low oxygenation temperature
increases stability of initially formed Cu2O2 complexes which leads to Cu/O2 species of different
stoichiometries (Figure 20). The formation of Cu2O2 species occurs as pseudo-first order
reaction, even at low temperatures, although there should be a higher reaction order.[64]

Figure 20: Cu/O2 complexes formed by reaction of Cu(I) precursor species with molecular oxygen. [65]

Possible structures of 2:1 Cu/O2 species are side-on peroxido Cu(II), bis(μ-oxido) Cu(III) as
well as trans-1,2-μ-peroxido Cu(II) complexes which are well-studied. The oxygen-ligated
Cu(III) species are low-spin complexes and diamagnetic. The anionic-bridged Cu(II) centres
(e.g. oxide, hydroxide) show mutual anti- or ferromagnetic coupling.[66,67] Side-on peroxido and
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bis(μ-oxido) intermediates are able to interconvert as they exhibit similar free energies
calculated (ΔG = 0.3 kcal mol-1) and thus their interconversion barrier is predicted to be very
low

(Scheme

6).[68]

Experimental

estimation

of

thermodynamic

parameters

(ΔH = -2.5 to -15.9 kJ mol-1 and ΔS = -8 to -84 J mol-1 K-1) is consistent with small
isomerisation barrier.[68–71] SP and O core are differently stabilised depending on ligand system
or other influences like solvent composition, temperature and counterion. Mostly only one of
both SP and O species are observed as intermediate product of oxygenation.[62,63,72–74] As a
S

P/O equilibrium is crucial for mechanism of

dioxygen activation and consecutive oxidation abilities.

Scheme 6: Isomeric equilibrium between SP and O core.

Due to isomerisation side-on peroxido and bis(μ-oxido) complex show differences in their
electronic structure and spectroscopic properties. Peroxido species have two absorption bands
at ~350 nm and ~550 nm, whereas the oxido complex absorbs at ~300 nm and ~400 nm.
Laser excitation at corresponding charge transfer band leads to resonance Raman spectra
with a characteristic peak at ~760 cm-1 for O-O stretching vibration of peroxido-complex, at
~600 cm-1 for symmetrical Cu2O2 core expansion as well as at ~100 to 200 cm-1 for the
unsymmetrical rhomb vibration of the O complex. The assignment of formal oxidation state
performed by Cu K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) provides 1s to 3d transition
characteristic for Cu(II) (8979 ± 0.5 eV) respectively Cu(III) (8981 ± 0.5 eV).[75,76] The
electronic changes can be attributed to transformed molecular orbitals. By isomerisation of
peroxido complex to oxido complex two electrons are transferred from Cu(II) dx2-y2 HOMO to
σ* orbital of peroxido core, as a result of which O-O binding is cleaved homolytically and two
μ-oxido groups are formed.[63]
The influence of ligand design on Cu2O2 formation is significant. Commonly, tetradentate
ligands encourage the formation of trans-1,2-μ-peroxido complexes, whereas tri- and bidentate
ligands rather stabilise P as well as O complexes. Mostly N-donor ligands are used mimicking
histidine ligation in tyrosinase, e.g. amines, pyridines, guanidines. Especially guanidine ligand
systems are used to investigate dioxygen activation and transfer in bubble flow setups as
discussed later (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Ligand systems used for kinetic investigation of dioxygen activation and transfer in bubble flows.

In recent years, for both SP and O active sites there are many examples of biomimetic
complexes promoting tyrosinase-related hydroxylation reactions which makes them interesting
for the further investigation of competitive-consecutive reactions.[77–80] The catalytic cycle of
phenol oxidation for tyrosinase model systems is proposed in Scheme 7.[81] Substrate
coordination to the Cu active site is in equilibrium with Cu2O2 species activated (Keq).
Consecutive oxidation of a phenolate is the slowest and therefore the rate-determining step of
the reaction (kox). Substrate binding and catechol formation can be described as substratebinding-kinetics to determine nucleophilicity and electrophilicity of aromatic substitution,
respectively.[82]

Scheme 7: Proposed reaction mechanism of catalytic phenol oxidation in presence of triethylamine.

Herres-Pawlis et al. have demonstrated the activation of dioxygen with copper btmgp
complexes (Scheme 8). Guanidines are strong bases as the positive charge of the guanidinium
20
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cation is delocalised. The sterically demanding bisguanidine systems possess strong donation
abilities to stabilise a transition metal. Their corresponding Cu(I) complexes are air sensitive.
The Cu(I) btmgp precursor species was transformed in an O core complex after oxygenation
at -80°C (0.87 s-1). The reactive Cu(III) intermediate decayed at temperatures above -40°C to
Cu(II) complex within seconds (0.01 s-1). The red O species has characteristic absorption
bands at 290 nm, 395 nm and 550 nm. At room temperature the Cu(III) species exhibits
stability in the range of milliseconds. Stopped-flow measurements of its decay at room
16

O2/18O2 isotope Raman shifts of O

complex from 596 cm-1 to 571 cm-1 were observed.[84]

Scheme 8: Reaction process of [Cu(btmgp)I] with dioxygen in dependence of the temperature.

[CuI(btmgp)I] exhibits fluorescence intensity of 60 a.u. at 405 nm at initial concentration of
10-2 M in acetonitrile. Quenching process due to oxygenation of [CuI(btmgp)I] at low
temperature (-80°C) leads to exponential decrease of fluorescence intensity with respect to
Cu(I) concentration after dioxygen gassing. This system can be used in a concentration range
from 10-2 M to 10-9 M, e.g. in confocal characterisation measurements.[85]
The experimentally determined activation parameters of the btmgp system are in close
accordance with theoretical calculations (8.8 kJ mol-1). The overall energy gain of O core
formation amounts approximately 100 kJ mol-1.[86] Hydroxylation studies of btmgp-stabilised O
complexes showed no activity with exogenous substrates (phenol as well as phenolate).
To investigate the intrinsic kinetics in a one-phase conditions, the [Cu(btmgp)I] system was
tested in a liquid phase environment with a SuperFocus mixer (SFM) in 2016.[87] It was the first
time the decay of a sensitive bis(µ-oxido) dicopper species was characterised at ambient
temperatures in a SFM setup. SFMs allow insights into the kinetics of a reaction system in a
continuous flow system by intensive mixing of two different liquids. The SFM technology was
developed by Hessel and coworkers (Figure 22).[88,89]
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temperature revealed a kinetic constant of 1.27 s-1.[83]

Figure 22: Schematic drawing of the SFM.[87] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2016 The Royal Chemical
Society.

Two liquids, coming from two syringes and controlled by a syringe pump were mixed within a
mixing chamber in a time of 10 ms. One syringe was filled with the Cu(I) complex, dissolved in
acetonitrile, the other contained an oxygen saturated acetonitrile solution. As the oxygen in
this setup was dissolved and not in the gas phase, many variables and problems with
multiphase systems could be ignored. On the transparent glass mixing channel with a cross
section of 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm and a total length of 200 mm a UV/vis spectroscopy device was
positioned (Figure 23).

Figure 23: SFM with in in- and outlet tubes (left); UV/Vis spectroscopy setup (right).[87] Reproduced with permission.
Copyright 2016 The Royal Chemical Society.

The intermediate Cu(III) species was followed at its characteristic peak at 395 nm. With
different flow rates, points at different reaction times could be achieved and evaluated to
determine the rate constant of the decay at ambient temperature to be 0.87 s-1 which is in good
accordance with stopped-flow data. The SuperFocus mixer represents a simple and fast
testing system for reactions in the liquid phase that can be used to investigate the kinetics of
a reaction before advancing to multiphase systems.
The system was also used in the two-phase Taylor bubble setup by Kastens et al.[24] As the
complex changes from colourless to intensive orange to green from the different species of
Cu(I), Cu(III) and to the Cu(II) product (Scheme 8), imaging the reaction in the wake of the
bubble was possible (Figure 24).[83]
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Figure 24: [Cu(btmgp)I] with visible wake of the Cu(III) species in Taylor bubble experiment. [83] Reproduced with
permission. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Herres-Pawlis et al. have developed a similar bisguanidine system [Cu(TMG2tol)I] following
[Cu(btmgp)I] which reveals enhanced fluorescence abilities due to the aromatic fragment of
ligand system.[90] This system is the first aromatic guanidine complex which exhibits dioxygen
formation of the oxido complex proceeds very fast at low temperature (2.21 s-1). Characteristic
UV/Vis absorption bands at 290 nm and 395 nm were assigned to oxygen πσ* orbital to Cu2O2
and the oxygen σ* orbital to Cu2O2 LMCT. The decay of the O species was detected above 40 °C (0.006 s-1). Activation parameters of TMG2tol-system was experimentally determined
(ΔH = 55.1 kJ mol-1, ΔS = -46.6 J mol-1 K-1).

16

O2/18O2 Isotope exchange measurements with

resonance Raman spectroscopy in propionitrile at -80 °C revealed a shift from 600 cm-1 to
572 cm-1 which was assigned to the breathing mode of oxido species (Figure 25). DFT
calculations determined Raman modes as 616 cm-1 for the breathing mode, shifting to 596 cm-1
upon 16O2/18O2 isotope exchange measurements.

Figure 25: Raman spectrum of Cu2O2 species in EtCN at -80 °C. Solvent peaks are marked with *.[90]

Herres-Pawlis et al. demonstrated efficient activation of dioxygen with bisguanidine systems,
however, those did not show any hydroxylation activities. Hybridguanidine-stabilised oxido
complexes combine different donor properties and steric encumbrance of the functional group
catalysing selective hydroxylation of phenolic substrates. The Cu(I) precursor complex was
structurally characterised earlier.[91] Formation of O species [Cu2(μ-O)2(TMGdmap)2]2+ is fast
at low temperatures and exhibits high stability at -80 °C (storable for weeks). Spectral feature
of the O core at 390 nm was observed in UV/Vis spectra. Cu K-edge X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements in THF showed pre-edge feature at 8980.5 eV assigned
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to 1s to 3d transition in Cu(III) core. EXAFS analysis determined Cu-Cu distance of 2.78 Å.
The characteristic absorption band in low temperature IR spectra at 651 cm-1 was attributed to
oxido

species.

DFT

calculations

predicted

asymmetrical

O

vibration

of

[Cu2(μ-O)2(TMGdmap)2]2+ at 641 cm-1 confirming experimental measurements. However, no
intermediate species was detected spectroscopically at low temperatures and/or small
timescale. The decomposition of O species was observed at higher temperatures.[86]
DFT calculations illustrate energy data for superoxido-Cu(II) formation with an energetically
corresponding bis(μ-oxido) complex proceeds downhill exhibiting a high driving force. The
respective energy determined theoretically as 8.3 kJ mol-1 is in accordance with experimental
measurements. The formation of superoxido species is rate-determining, as a result of which
a pseudo-first order reaction rate was observed. Overall stabilisation energy of O core
formation amounts to 100 kJ mol-1. This system provides the first kinetic study with full
potential-surface analysis of a bioinorganic Cu/O2 system (Figure 26).[86]

Figure 26: Energy profile of the reaction coordinate between Cu(I) species and superoxido species (left) and
between the superoxido and oxido species (right) (red denotes the triplet state and black the singlet state) with
TPSSh/def2-TZVP.[86]

Hydroxylation abilities of TMGdmap-stabilised oxido species were observed at low
temperatures (-80 °C) in THF/acetonitrile solution.[91] The reactivity study with di-tertbutylphenol (DTBP) exhibited the formation of corresponding catecholate in 95% yield and
ortho-quinone in 5% yield leading to a hydroxylation constant of 0.3 s-1. The catalytic
hydroxylation study showed the conversion of DTBP into C-C coupled bisphenol in 30%
yield.[91]
The reaction system of [Cu(TMGdmap)I] is similar to [Cu(btmgp)I], as it forms an UV/Vis active
oxido intermediate, which is, though, more stable than the O core form of [Cu(btmgp)I]. As a
result, the reaction was monitored easily at room temperature with the SFM.[92] In Figure 27
the formation of the Cu(III) intermediate at ambient temperature is shown. It took 20 min until
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the stable species was fully formed. Further investigations on consecutive reactions are

Figure 27: SFM measurement of the formation of an O species with the [Cu(TMGdmap)I] system in MeCN at
ambient temperatures (max = 395 nm).[92]

Another system with oxygen activation abilities provides the Cu/ammonia system. The reaction
of CuICl in aqueous ammonia leads to the formation of a copper-tetraammine complex
(Scheme 9). This system showed a significant colour change in dependence on oxidation state
of copper ion. In oxygen-free atmosphere the formed Cu(I) complex remains colourless,
whereas oxidation in presence of molecular oxygen leads to the corresponding deep blue
Cu(II) species.

Scheme 9: Reaction of CuCl in aqueous ammonia and consecutive reaction with dioxygen.

The Cu/ammonia system was especially designed for easy, simple and fast reaction tests with
oxygen. All materials can be purchased or easily synthesised with standard lab equipment.
Dried CuCl is quite stable under ambient conditions. Upscaling of this system is achievable up
to canister scale.
The Cu/ammonia test system was measured in a Taylor bubble column setup in 2017.[24] After
the setup was calibrated and tested with CO2 as gaseous phase (see section 2.1), the
influence of a reactive system on the wake structures was investigated. Depending on the
spectroscopic method and the channel size, different images were obtained (Figure 28).
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underway at the moment.

Figure 28: Wake structures of rising Taylor bubbles in different channels with a) laminar wake, b) toroidal wake and
c) turbulent wake.[24] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.

Figure 28 shows the PIV-LIF images of the CO2-water measurements, compared to the colour
images and the red channel of the RGB image of the O2/Cu-ammonia system. The wake
structures, which were characterised with the CO2-water system, presented as a) laminar wake
and b) a toroidal vortex with the highest blue product in the wake immediately behind the
bubble. Even in the turbulent wake c) the same distributed structure was observed. Further
tests with fluorescence active compounds will be characterised with PIV-LIF spectroscopy on
a reactive system, as the fluorescence properties of ammonia solution was rather
disadvantageous.

3.4 Fe/O2
Many other natural oxidation processes using air are catalysed by iron enzymes at ambient
conditions, e.g. methane monooxygenase promotes selective oxidation of methane to
methanol in aqueous solution. In general, nature provides heme iron and non-heme iron active
sites. Non-heme iron centres can be divided into mononuclear and dinuclear active sites. The
mechanism of dioxygen-binding and -activation by non-heme iron enzymes differs significantly
with the nuclearity. Whereas mononuclear enzymes (e.g. catechol dioxygenase) require a cofactor with reducing properties (e.g. pterin) in order to form reactive intermediates in
oxygenation reactions.[93–95] Dinuclear systems (e.g. methane monooxygenase) make use of
both iron centres to catalyse oxidation reactions of a substrate.[96,97]
Hemerythrin is the only example of a non-heme iron-based dioxygen carrier protein in living
organisms. It is responsible for dioxygen transport in marine invertebrates.[98,99] This diferrous
metalloprotein activates dioxygen reversibly as hydroperoxide accompanied by a two-electron
reduction of O2 to generate a diferric hydroperoxide species (Scheme 10).
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Scheme 10: Dioxygen activation at non-heme active site of hemerythrin.

adducts formed, synthetic model complexes were developed mimicking structural and
spectroscopic features of those biomolecules. Non-heme diiron active sites in those model
systems are mostly stabilised by O- and N-donor ligands. Oxygenation of diferrous centres
provide a variety of oxidation states from FeIIFeII up to FeIVFeIV (Scheme 11). Commonly,
reaction of diferrous precursors with dioxygen is based on inner-sphere oxygenation
mechanisms leading to various products in dependence of ligand systems as well as reaction
conditions.[98,100]

Scheme 11: Reaction of iron(II) species with dioxygen.[94]

Dioxygen-binding leads firstly to an Fe(II)-Fe(III)-superoxido intermediate followed by the
formation of diiron(III)-μ-1,2-peroxido species. The stability as well as reactivity of those
peroxido intermediates differ enormous depending on stabilising ligands and other influences.
Most systems activate dioxygen irreversibly. Possible decomposition reaction provides
disproportionation into oxido-bridged polyferric species and water or hydrogen peroxide.[101]
Apart from redox activity, diiron(III)-peroxido intermediates can undergo substitution reactions
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of the ligand sphere.[102,103] The diferric species can also be generated by oxidation of diiron(III)
precursor with H2O2 which is known as peroxide shunt.[103,104]
In general, Fe2O2 complexes are synthesised by the reaction of diferrous precursors with
molecular oxygen at low temperatures. Used solvents are aprotic, e.g. nitriles,
dichloromethane, tetrahydrofuran or dimethyl sulfoxide. Use of protic solvents accelerate
consecutive decomposition reactions, such that in most cases no reactive intermediate like
superoxido or peroxido species can be observed.[94,98,99] Formation of diiron(III)-μ-1,2-peroxido

Those peroxido intermediates possess characteristic spectroscopic enabling to correlate such
values with those of enzyme intermediates during catalysis. Formation of diiron(III)-μ-1,2peroxido species entails absorption bands around 600 nm. Spectral features in resonance
Raman spectroscopy provide values between 415 cm-1 and 531 cm-1 for Fe-O vibration modes
and values between 835 cm-1 and 918 cm-1 for O-O stretching vibration of peroxido complexes.
Additionally, Mößbauer spectroscopy is a useful tool to gather information of the present spin
state as well as coordination geometry of the iron active sites as it shows a quadrupole doublet
characteristic for Fe(III)-high-spin centres in diiron(III)-μ-1,2-peroxido species.[99,105]
The reactive peroxido intermediate can be stabilised by bridging ligands as well as additional
ligands and coordinating solvents stating the possible influence of ligand design. A well-studied
ligand system for stabilisation of iron-oxygen intermediates provides the dinucleating alkoxide
ligand

HPTB

(HPTB = N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis[2-benzimidazolylmethyl]-1,3-diamino-2-

hydroxypropane) by Lippard et al. (Figure 29), bearing six N-donor groups inspired by the
active site of hemerythrin.[101,104]

Figure 29: Ligand system HPTB and its derivatives.

A major goal of studying synthetic iron peroxido complexes is to mimic catalytic activity of
natural enzymes mediating selective oxidation reactions of exogenous substrates. Que et al.
have reported dioxygen activation abilities of iron complexes stabilised by HPTB derived
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ligands with benzoate as exogenous co-ligand (Scheme 12).[106] The ligand system HPTB was
first synthesised and characterised by McKee et al. earlier in 1984.[107] The synthesis of the
bridged yellow Fe(II)2 precursor complex was accomplished by conversion of the Et-HPTB
ligand and an iron salt at a ratio of 2 : 1 in presence of benzoic acid.[106,108] Reaction with
dioxygen at -60 °C in dichloromethane lead to the formation of a stable blue μ-1,2peroxidodiiron(III)-species which binds dioxygen irreversibly. A UV/Vis absorption band at
588 nm was observed and resonance Raman features at 476 cm-1 and 900 cm-1 were
respectively, suggesting peroxide-to-Fe(III) LMCTs. Shifting of 16 cm-1 and 50 cm-1,
respectively, upon

16

O2/18O2 Isotope exchange measurements, were in accordance with

theoretically calculated modes of 455 cm-1 as well as 849 cm-1. [108] Mößbauer parameters
exhibited

typical

Fe(III)-high-spin

quadrupole

doublet

with

δ = 0.52 (2)mm s-1

and

ΔEQ = 0.72 (2) mm s-1, which was assigned to a symmetrically coordinating peroxide.[106] The
dioxygen adduct decomposed upon warming.
The stability of the peroxido-diiron-complex increased in the presence of DMSO as well as
other aprotic polar solvents, as a result the peroxido intermediate can be formed and is stable
for even 30 min at room temperature. Its stability is reflected in the reactivity towards
exogenous substrates as the O2 adduct showed no oxidation abilities towards DTB-H or PPh3
at low temperatures.[108]
In 1994, Lippard et al. performed low-temperature stopped-flow kinetic studies in propionitrile
to investigate the nature of μ-1,2-peroxidodiiron(III) complex formed.[104] The activation
enthalpy derived from Eyring plots based on second-order reaction rate constants
(ΔH = 15.4 kJ mol-1) is quite similar to those of hemerythrin (ΔH = 16.8 kJ mol-1), thus
indicating an addition mechanism. Difference among entropies (ΔS = -121 J mol-1 K-1,
ΔS(Hemerythrin) = -46 J mol-1 K-1) was assigned to solvent effects.
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observed in low-temperature studies in MeCN/MeOH which were attributed to νFe-O and νO-O,

Scheme 12: Reaction of Et-HPTB stabilised iron species with dioxygen.[101]

Further investigations of Lippard et al. revealed the effect of pressure on the oxygenation rate,
determined by the volume of activation (-12.8 cm3 mol-1),[101] stating the highly structured
nature of transition state, which has also been reported for the oxygenation of Cu(I)
complexes.[109,110]
As the initially formed diferric peroxido species is metastable, Lippard et al. have found the
peroxido intermediate to be completely stable at temperatures below -35 °C, at room
temperature it even survived up to hours depending on the concentration. Manometric studies
of the decomposition reaction revealed that this process complies with a disproportionation
that either revealed a dioxygen/dinuclear ferric complex ratio of 1:2 or a dioxygen/tetranuclear
ferric complex ratio of 1:1. The rate laws for the decay was ascribed to a second-order reaction
with respect to the concentration of the peroxide intermediate. As a result, the authors
mentioned capping as important step in oxygenation whereas the depth of coordination pocket
is crucial for the decomposition reaction. Interestingly, they regard the peroxido intermediate
evaluated to be highly unlikely the catalytic active species. They rather suggested the
occurrence of O-O bond cleavage prior to C-H activation or an isomerisation to a more reactive
species in order for efficient oxygenation of exogenous substrates.[101]
Whereas Lippard et al. described the formation of peroxido species by reaction
[Fe2(Et-HPTB)(OBz)]2+ with dioxygen, the same peroxido complex can be synthesised
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irreversibly by the reaction of the Fe(III)2 complex with hydrogen peroxide. Schindler et al.
studied the reaction of hydrogen peroxide with a series of Fe(III) precursor complexes in
various solvents (Scheme 13).[103] Stopped-flow measurements showed a very fast formation
of the diiron(III)-peroxido species in aqueous solution. They have found a pH-dependency of
the reactivity. With increasing pH, enhanced reactivity as well as a red-shift of absorbance
maxima was observed. Activation parameters were calculated at pH 3 to be ΔH = 55 kJ mol-1
and ΔS = 0 J mol-1 K-1. Modification of the HPTB ligand system with N-EtOH groups had no

similar reaction rates. The suggested two-step mechanism of the reaction consists firstly of the
addition of hydrogen peroxide to an iron centre which is followed by a fast ring closure.[102]
Additionally, the reaction exhibited a solvent dependency with respect to the colour, formation
kinetics and stability. Absorbance maxima were shifted to higher wavelengths in methanol,
even higher in acetonitrile. The formation of peroxido species in aqueous solution had the
highest rate constant, followed by methanol, acetonitrile and DMSO. The solvent dependency
is caused by the presence of water in organic solvents influencing the additional ligands due
to interchange mechanisms and thus opening an additional pathway for the oxygenation of
iron(III) species with H2O2 in organic solvents.[103] Strong ligation lead in turn to higher stability
of peroxido species and slower decomposition.

Scheme 13: Reaction of Et-HPTB stabilised iron species with hydrogen peroxide.[103]

In comparison with the oxygenation of diiron(II) species with dioxygen, the reaction of diiron(III)
complexes with hydrogen peroxide exhibited higher stability. Due to the irreversibility of the
formation of peroxido species different mechanisms should not be responsible for different
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lifetimes. Instead, Schindler et al. referred to stabilisation of the tetranuclear oxido-bridged
iron(III) complexes resulting from decomposition reactions. Degeneration of the peroxido
complex was observed in the presence of an excess hydrogen peroxide explaining the higher
stability. By contrast, the peroxido intermediate decomposed fast in absence of hydrogen
peroxide.[103]
Recently, Schindler et al. demonstrated utilisation of the HTPB system in the activation of
dioxygen in methanol to form a blue diiron peroxido intermediate with the use of chloride as

formation of a yellow oxygen-bridged tetrairon(III) species which has a characteristic
absorption band at 375 nm.

Scheme 14: Reaction of HPTB iron system with O2 and H2O2.[111]

Peroxido formation in water is critical due to very low solubility of HPTB and the corresponding
Fe(II) precursor as the decomposition product was the only observed by UV/Vis spectroscopy.
Ligand modification to N-C3H6SO3K-HPTB improved solubility in water, but rather no
oxygenation intermediate was observed due to increased decomposition rate. Stopped-flow
measurements revealed fast formation of peroxido intermediate in methanol (within seconds),
which absorbs at 606 nm. Time-shifted occurrence of absorption band at 375 nm was caused
by significant overlapping decomposition reaction.[111]
This system was also used in the superfocus mixer to determine the kinetics of peroxido
formation, confirming those results obtained from stopped-flow measurements.
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4 Systems with Fe/NO
The interaction of nitric oxide with non-heme iron complexes plays a significant role in
biological processes.[112] Owing to similarities in O2 and NO interaction with the metal active
site, the development of nitrosyl adduct species may lead to more insights into the O2 activation
reaction as they serve the higher stability compared to O2 analogues.
In nature, there are several examples of mononuclear non-heme iron proteins that are able to
reactivity towards NO has been modelled by several mononuclear ferrous complexes.[115,116]
The binding of nitric oxide to a metal active site is accompanied by stabilisation of the radical
species due to a shift of electron density either towards the metal or the NO ligand. The formed
metal-nitrosyl complexes can therefore be described as nitrosyl cation (NO+) or nitroxyl anion
(NO-) derivatives leading to a linear or bent M-N-O group (Scheme 15).

Scheme 15: Mesomeric structure in reactions.

Determination of the oxidation state of the metal in nitrosyl-iron compounds is hampered by
the small energy discrepancy between metal d-orbitals and NO-π* orbitals. Therefore,
Enemark and Feltham introduced the so-called Enemark-Feltham notation for nitrosyl-iron
complexes by addition of metal d-electrons and NO-π* electrons.[117] NO ligands are able to
adopt various configurations of transition metal binding ranging from M-N-O angles of 120° for
a bent motive characteristic for low-spin complexes with singlet nitroxyl anion to 180° for a
linear structure for species with nitrosyl group depending on the total number of electrons
involved.
Nitric oxide binds reversibly to a ferrous active site stabilised by chelate ligands. According to
Enemark and Feltham, those nitrosyl-iron species are {FeNO}7 complexes consisting of
FeI(NO+) [d7 + (π*)0], FeII(NO) [d6 + (π*)1] and FeIII(NO-) [d5 + (π*)2]. {FeNO}7 species show an
S = 3/2 ground spin state ({NO with S = ½} + {FeII with S = 2}) initially observed in nitrosyl-iron
proteins.[112,116,118] Those ferrous complexes were found to be stabilised by aminocarboxylate
as well as pyridylmethylamine ligand systems.[115,116,119–121] Corresponding nitrosyl-iron
complexes exhibit a six- or seven-coordinate structure with a quartet spin state (S = 3/2), which
can be described as high-spin ferric active site coupled to NO- with antiferromagnetic
properties (S = 5/2 – S = 1).[116,119,120,122]
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One of the first examples of aminocarboxylate-stabilised {FeNO}7 (S = 3/2) complexes was
shown by Chang et al. in 1987 inspired by the strength of the FeII-NO bond depending on the
ligand system involved.[123] They aimed to develop suitable agents for the use in flue gas
scrubbing systems. NO absorption measurements exhibited a Fe/NO stoichiometry of 1:1
assigned to a mononitrosyl-iron species.
Aminocarboxylate ligands (e.g. edta) stabilise the {FeNO}7 complexes inhibiting NO release.
The {FeNO}7 moiety shows a high-spin Fe(III) active site (S = 5/2) coupled to NO- (S = 1) with
around 22000 cm-1 as well as weaker bands at lower energies correlating with S = 3/2 ground
state with identical zero field splitting.[116] XAS measurements showed a 1s to 3d pre-edge
feature at 7112 eV for FeIII(edta) species and a divergent pre-edge by 2 eV for FeII(edta)
species, respectively, whereas the pre-edge of Fe(edta)-NO complex lied in between.
Additionally, its lack of splitting was assigned to a ferric oxidation state of Fe(edta)-NO species,
as only one spin-allowed state of maximum spin multiplicity 5D is reachable. Resonance
Raman spectra revealed Fe-NO-related vibrations at 1776 cm-1, 517 cm-1 and 496 cm-1 for
Fe(edta)-NO which were attributed to ν(NO), ν(FeN) as well as δ(FeNO). Those values were
consistent with normal coordinate calculations.[116] As a result, Solomon et al. stated an
electron transfer from FeII to NO as reason for ferric-NO- complex formation. EXAFS analysis
provided a bent Fe-N-O angle of Fe(edta)-NO complex close to 156°.[121]
Van Eldik et al. investigated kinetic, spectroscopic and thermodynamic properties of aqueous
{FeNO}7 (S = 3/2) complexes with various aminocarboxylate chelate ligands (e.g. edta, edda,
hedtra, ida, oda) (Figure 30).[124]
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antiferromagnetic properties.[115] MCD spectral analysis revealed an intense transition band

Figure 30: Survey of tested chelate ligand systems.[124]

In general, edta and analogous chelates are known to form 1:1 ferrous species, whereas mida
analogues are able to form either 1:1 or 1:2 ferrous compounds. [FeII(L)x] species with 1:1
stoichiometry are quite stable in solution at pH 5 as derived from stability constants (e.g.
2 ∙ 1014 M-1 for edta, 9 ∙ 1015 M-1 for dtpa, 8 ∙ 108 M-1 for nta). Analogues of mida form ferrous
complexes with less stability (e.g. 1 ∙ 1012 M-2 for mida). The crystal structure of [FeII(edta)]2exhibited a coordinated water molecule,[125,126] probably indicating a substitution mechanism
for the reaction with nitric oxide as the coordination sites are occupied.[124]
UV/Vis spectra of their corresponding nitrosyl compounds [FeII(L)x(NO)] reveal characteristic
charge-transfer bands around 340 nm and 440 nm as well as one d-d transition band between
580 nm and 640 nm. While the intense CT band at 340 nm remains rather unaffected by
different aminocarboxylate ligand systems, the wavelength of the low-energy CT band shifts
to higher values when the d-d transition wavelength decreases. This correlation was assigned
to electron density displacement between iron and nitric oxide. Simultaneously, the precursor
complex is more sensitive towards oxygen depending on the ligand system (in the direction
from H2O to edta) which leads to an attenuated reversibility of NO binding (Figure 31).
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Figure 31: Correlation between C-T band and d-d band positions in the UV/Vis spectra of [FeII(L)x(NO)] complexes
with L = polyamidocarboxylates.[124] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

Van Eldik et al. demonstrated the reversible binding of NO to [FeII(mida)] by bubbling
alternately NO and inert gas through the solution. For edta, an equilibrium between ferrous
precursor and nitrosyl complex was observed within an hour, although the release of NO is
poorer. Over a longer period of time an irreversible electron transfer from the ferrous center to
NO leads to the formation of unstable ferric nitrosyl species accompanied by dissociation of
the complex to form [FeIII(edta)]- and nitrous oxide. On the contrary, [FeII(mida)] species exhibit
no sensitivity towards oxygen, whereas the ferrous edta system shows a high oxidation rate.
The same tendency was determined for mida and edta analogues (Scheme 16).

Scheme 16: Equilibrium between ferrous complex and its nitrosyl adduct.

The equilibrium between the ferrous precursor species and ferrous nitrosyl complex correlates
with the stability constant for nitrosyl complexes. Coordination of a chelating ligand system to
the ferrous centre enhances the stability of NO binding. A large number of strong donor
functions in a ligand system provides high stability constants. Increased steric encumbrance
of chelate ligands leads to lower KNO values (Figure 32).
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Figure 32: Correlation between KNO and qualitative oxidation time of [FeII(L)x] complexes.[124] Reproduced with
permission. Copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

The stability of nitrosyl-iron complexes can also be compared to the oxygen sensitivity of
corresponding precursor species (Figure 32). The “qualitative oxidation time” varies from
oxygen-resistant complexes with water ligation to highly sensitive species stabilised by edta
correlating an enhanced stability constant with fast oxidation processes.
The stability constants exhibit a dependency towards the charge-transfer band which was
attributed to LMCT from NO to the ferrous centre (Figure 33). Nitrosyl-iron species of high
stability (e.g. [Fe(edta)(NO)]2-) revealed an LMCT band at high energy (435 nm) and a
significant FeIII-NO- character of the Fe-NO bond. Less stable nitrosyl-iron compounds were
suggested to have a FeII-NO characteristic Fe-NO bond. As a result, the position of the LMCT
band provides directly information of the stability of nitrosyl-iron species.
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Figure 33: Correlation between the logarithmic KNO values and the position of C-T band in the UV/Vis spectra of
[FeII(L)x(NO)] complexes with L = polyamidocarboxylates.[124] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2001 WileyVCH Verlag.

In the same year, van Eldik et al. performed kinetic studies on the reaction of NO with ferrous
precursor complexes.[127] Flash photolysis and pulse radiolysis revealed a high formation
constant of 108 M-1 s-1 for the edta-stabilised species at pH 5 and room temperature. Kinetic
data of the reverse release of NO were determined by stopped-flow measurements showing
the fastest rate constant of 91.0 s-1 at room temperature for the ferrous edta complex. All other
complexes exhibit significant lower rate constants for the binding of NO and as a result, lower
stability constants. Respective kinetic studies of different aminocarboxylate-stabilised ferrous
species are summarised by van Eldik et al.[127]
One year later, van Eldik et al. investigated the effect of temperature and pressure on the
kinetics of NO binding and release on aminocarboxylate-stabilised FeII complexes.[128]
Activation parameters ΔH as well as ΔS for the binding and release of NO were determined by
Eyring plots. Ferrous complexes stabilised by edta, hedtra and nta exhibit similar activation
enthalpies upon reaction with NO (~25 kJ mol-1). Entropy values decrease slightly. The positive
activation volumes were attributed to a dissociative interchange mechanism for both NO
binding and release, whereas nta-stabilisation was accompanied with an associative
interchange mechanism due to its six-coordinate geometry. Water exchange measurements
led to higher reaction rates thus influencing the substitution process with NO. Its kinetic
parameters also suggest a dissociative interchange mechanism.[129]
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Recently, Klüfers et al. investigated high-spin nitrosyl-iron compounds in aqueous solution with
regard to their stability (Figure 34).[130,131] The ferrous nitrosyl species can be subdivided into a
low stability class and a more stable class in dependence of bubbling with inert gas through
the solution. The low-stability class provides systems which lose nitric oxide within a minute
under the conditions given. Stable {FeNO}7 compounds, however, resist upon vacuum within
a minute.
Synthesis of quartet-{FeNO}7 species stabilised by different aminocarboxylate ligand systems
is accomplished by reaction of ferrous sulfate heptahydrate and KOH/NaOH with
corresponding free acid of ligand system in the presence of nitric oxide gas in aqueous
solution. The resulting octahedral nitrosyl complex crystallises either mononuclear or as
coordination polymer. Its mother liquor showed acidic conditions before and after reaction with
NO which indicates the existence of a dangling non-deprotonated carboxymethyl functional
group.[130]
Particularly, the edta ligand system is used for stable solutions upon stripping with argon. The
further formation of [Fe(edta)(NO)]2– complex leads to decreased coordination number of six
and requires one edta donor to dangle freely. Stability in aqueous solution is dependent on
equilibria of coordinating ligands edta, water and nitric oxide (Scheme 17). Dominating edtacontaining species suppress quantitative formation of aqua-containing complexes due to their
high ionic strength.[132] Upon nitric oxide absorption, more labile, easily destroyable aqua
species are present in nitrosyl-iron solution. As a result, readjustment of solution equilibria
leads to the formation of less stable Fe/NO complexes.
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Figure 34: Molecular structures of [FeII(L)x(NO)].[131,132]
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Further, the stability is influenced by structural features. Comparison of ferrous and ferric edta
species reveals a larger Fe-O bond length for [FeII(edta)(H2O)]2- (2.237 Å) than for
[FeIII(edta)(H2O)]- (2.121 Å).[133,134] Consequently, the FeIII(NO-) species contributes significant
weight to the electronic state influencing the FeNO stability in aqueous solution.
Merker et al. investigated the Fe/edta/NO system in the bubble column setup.[33] For more
precise results, the effects of fluid dynamics, mass transfer and the influence of a chemical
reaction were analysed individually. When measuring the fluid dynamics in an impurity-free
environment the measurement technique with the controlled traverse system allows a precise
measurement. If components of the reactive system Fe/edta/NO are added, the terminal
velocities were significantly lower. The interface was not freely movable due to the addition of
the reactive Fe system, which were acting as surfactants. For tests of the gas-to-liquid mass
transfer, differently prepared water solutions without the Fe complex were tested with regard
to the shrinking bubble volume (Figure 35). The bubble sizes of CO2 decreased very fast due
to its higher solubility in water compared to NO. The volume reached lower values for degassed
solutions as more gas could dissolve.
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Scheme 17: Equilibria in aqueous FeII/edta/NO solutions.[130]

Figure 35: Bubble volume as a function of time in counter-current flow.[33] Reproduced with permission. Copyright
2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag.

The mass transfer experiments with NO and the Fe(edta) reaction system showed a faster
mass transfer as the NO is consumed by the reaction with the complex. The effect of the
chemical system on the mass transfer is correctly described by the enhancement factor.
Besides the Fe/edta/NO system, Hlawitschka et al. investigated iron complexes with different
aminocarboxylate ligand systems and the reaction with NO in single bubble setup with a highspeed camera.[135] The cuboidal bubble interaction apparatus with the dimensions of 90 mm x
55 mm x 115 mm has been introduced in 2005.[136] With the experimental setup the bubble
rise, bubble/interface and bubble/bubble interaction with different rise velocities could be
investigated, by using less than 500 mL liquid (Figure 36). The toxic unreacted NO was
destroyed by amidosulfonic acid.

Figure 36: Sketch of experimental setup with 1-2 magnetic valves, 3 valve for degassing, 4 valve opens to exhaust
air.[135] Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Revue d´IFP.
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The reaction around the bubbles was followed photometrically with the colour change of the
complex when reacting with NO. The change in bubble size of NO without Fe complex was
recorded by a high-speed camera in counter-current flow. The shrinkage of the bubbles from
sizes of 3.8 mm down to 2.1 mm was evaluated and mass transfer coefficient values in the
range of 2.54 x 10-5 up to 3.56 x 10-5 ms-1 at 25 °C were obtained. The influence on the wake
concentration of five different ligands were investigated (Table 1).

The edta and hedtra ligand systems showed the best greyscale in the wake structure because
of the higher binding stability of the NO complex, due to the higher denticity of the ligands.
They concluded, that for investigating the bubble interactions under reactive mass transfer
conditions, a second high-speed camera is needed to detect the bubble shape, bubble
movement and bubble wake from two sides.

5 Conclusion
In this review, we have summarised the latest developments at the interface between
coordination chemistry and multiphase-flow engineering. We have highlighted the
dimensionality of the various measurement setups, ranging from single bubbles in capillaries
via 2D cells to freely rising bubbles and bubble swarms in bubble columns. A plethora of
reaction systems has been investigated in the last decades whereby a shift could be observed
from studies on aqueous systems without reaction to reactive systems with potential for
competitive-consecutive reactions. The first studies focussed on the basic effects of mass
transfer, surfactants and bubble behaviour. The most recent studies focus on real
enhancement effects where the chemical reaction accelerates mass transfer. Three main
groups of coordination chemical systems have been identified as most promising for the
application in reactive bubbly flows: i) Cu/O2 complexes, ii) Fe/O2 complexes and iii) Fe/NO
systems. Selected examples have already proven their applicability in larger apparatus and
many investigations are currently in progress. In upcoming years, the understanding of mass
transfer of such reactive gases will lead to more efficient processes in industry.
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Table 1: Study of different ligands and its effect on the wake concentration. [135]
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